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Abstract: Lot of accuracy is required in estimating capital investment costs. A tabular form is suggested for
estimating total product cost and constitutes a valuable checklist to foreclosed omissions. Using annual profit of
$1,182,340.46 ($3,593.74 x 329days). Assumed feed rate of 14,400ltrs; composition cashew source 62.05 per
cent, water 37.95per cent. Estimated cost of equipment using scaling factors and cost index, from the equipment
Vs capacity exponent, was given as 0.54 and gotten as $28,159.49 as at 1990 and calculated as $109,545.7 in
2013 assumed 9% inflation to date. The total fixed-capital investment using ranges of process-plant component
costs give us $416,272.96. Where the double effects evaporators was proven to be better. Break-even point,
gross earnings, and net profit for the process plant where given thus: The direct production cost/unit is
$0.226’unit, number of units needed for a break-even point (n), is 13,369,609.7units/year. The plant operates at
74% of the present plant operating capacity. Gross annual earnings is $286,714.588, Net annual earnings is
$566,227.22. Pay – back Time, Savings is 1,856,890 units/year with Rate of Return as 74.11per cent and as
1.35years.
Keywords: Cashew, Cost, Evaporator, Extract and Nigeria.

I.

Introduction

The cost estimation which involves capital investment, operation costs and sales of products can be
grouped under the general heading of total product cost. The largest sources of error in total-product- cost
estimation are overlooking elements of cost. Continuous processes are economical for a large scale production.
Batch processes are used where some flexibility is wanted in production rate or product specification. Annual
profit at 329days per year was adopted out of 365days in the year, considering holidays and weekends. Assume
the feed rate be 14,400ltrs; with composition of cashew source 62.05 per cent and water 37.95per cent. To
estimate the cost of equipment scaling factors and cost index will be used, from the equipment Vs capacity
exponent, this is given as 0.54 at $28,159.49 in 1990. The total fixed-capital investment using ranges of
process-plant component costs. The investment comparison for required the operation with limited number of
choices. The effective effects of evaporators would be determined. Break-even point, gross earnings, and net
profit for the process plant would also be calculated. The direct production cost per unit, number of units
needed for a break-even point (n),units per year. The plant present operating capacity is put at 74%. Gross
annual earnings, Net annual earnings, Pay – back Time, Savings and Rate of return on the investment.

II.

Research materials and methodolgy

Cashew apple juice extraction
Cashew fruits, red elongated type is plunged from the isolated tree, carry to the laboratory. The plunged
cashew was carefully selected to remove the infected and damaged ones, average weight of a cashew is taken
along with the cashew nut and without the nut. The following average weight of the cashew without the nuts
was obtained = 82.88gu637666666mm66666.9666rtvb966

Figure 1. Red elongated Cashew Apple Fruit
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Cashew extract juice modification.
Rice gruel was used which is another clarifying agent for raw cashew apple juice and is another
contribution of Indian research scientists. There are other three agents that can be used also but, rice gruel
happened to be the quickest way to obtain clear cashew apple juice - with the simplest of means

3g/litre,
4g/litre
5g/litre.
Figure 2. Jars of Cashew with settlement of tannin content

III.

Working design

Material balance
A material balance taken over the complete process will determine the quantities of raw materials
required and products produced. Balances over individual process units set the process stream flows and
compositions. A good understanding of material balance calculations is essential in process design. Material
balances are also useful tools for the study of plant operation and trouble shooting. They can be used to check
performance against design; to extend the often limited data available from the plant instrumentation; to check
instrument calibrations; and to locate sources of material loss. (Coulson & Richardson, 1998)

Conservation of mass
The general conservation equation for any process system can be written as: Material out = Material in
+ Generation — Consumption — Accumulation For a steady-state process the accumulation term will be zero.
Mass is neither generated nor consumed; but if a chemical reaction takes place a particular chemical species
may be formed or consumed in the process. If there is no chemical reaction the steady-state balance reduces to; (
Wiley, 1978.)
Material out = Material in
Material balance
It is necessary to make a material balance to determine the top and bottoms product flow rates. Balance on
cashew, cashew loss in bottoms neglected.
Distillate, (D) water, 80%,

Feed, (F)
Cashew 62.05.0%
Water 37.95
70OC

Bottoms, (w)
Cashew 80% wt
Water 20% wt
14,400 x 0.621 = D x 0.8
Distillate, D = 11,178.4ltr
Bottoms, W = 14,400 – 11,178 = 3,2227ltr
Figure 3: Evaporator for the concentration of cashew apple juice
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Annual profits earnings calculation
The total cost of producing a crate, assuming 15% of the cost production was taken as handling and
packaging charges = N1,250.89
Table 1. Present market price of other malt drinks
Brand /Crate Market value/Bottle
Maltina =N2,000
N100
x 24
N2,400
High-Malt
=N1,900 N100
x 24
N2,400
Nasmalt =N1,750
N100
x 24
N2,400
Mucamalt
=N1,600 N80 x 24
N1,920
Profitability analysis on a crate of Mucamalt
Profit to the company = Sales cost per crate - Cost of production per crate
N1,600 – N1,250.89 = N349.11/crate.
While the retailers profit per crate will be = N320.00
Hence, 160HL tank which is equivalent to 16,000litres equals to 2020.2 crates of 33cl bottle.
Assume the plant is working at 80% capacity,
Therefore 2020.2 x 0.8 = 1,616.16 crates will be produced per day.
At N1,250.89 per crate x 1,616.16 crates = N2,021,638.38
Cost of producing 1,616.16 crates of mucamalt will therefore be
(@Assume N157 is to a Dollar)
= $12,876.678
Supposed a crate of mucamalt is sold for $10.191
Therefore, 1,616.16 crates will cost = $16,470.42
Profit per brew on 160HL per day will be:
$(16,470.42 - 12,876.678) = $3,593.74
Annual profit at 329days per year = $3,593.74 x 329
= $1,182,340.46
Number of independent components
A balance equation can be written for each independent component. Not all the components in a material
balance will be independent.
Physical systems, no reaction
If there is no chemical reaction the number of independent components is equal to the number of distinct
chemical species present.
Chemical systems, reaction
If the process involves chemical reaction the number of independent components will not necessarily be equal to
the number of chemical species, as some may be related by the chemical equation.
Consider a separation unit, such as a distillation column, which divides a process stream into two product
streams. Let the feed rate be 14,400ltrs; composition cashew source 62.05 per cent, water 37.95per cent.
To estimate cost of equipment using scaling factors and cost index.
The purchased cost of a 227.5litre glass-lined, jacketed reactor (without drive) was $8,350 in 1981. Estimate the
purchased cost of a similar 13,65litre, glass-lined, jacketed reactor (without drive) in 1990. Using the annual
average Marshall and Swift equipment-cost index (process industry) to update the purchase cost of the reactor.
Marshall and Swift equipment-cost index (process industry)
For 1981 721 and For 1990 924 (Plant Design & Economics for chemical Engineers, M S Peters & K D
Timmerhaus pg ” Cost Estimation” Pp 163 )
The equipment Vs capacity exponent is given as 0.54
1990, Cost of Evaporator = ($8350)(924/721)(1,365/227.5)0.54
= $28,159.49
For the cost of 14,400litres in January 2013 = $28,159.49, equivalent to the cost of 1,365litres of
Hence, 14,400litres will cost = $28,159.49(14,400/1,365)0.54
= $100,500.7
Allowing for 9% inflation from 1990 to 2013, cost
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= $100,500.7 x (1.09) = $109,545.7
Estimate a fixed-capital investment using ranges of process-plant component costs.
A fixed-capital investment for a process plant for a purchased-equipment cost of $109,545.7 Processplant component cost outlined in 167 for a process plant handling fluids with a high degree of automatic
controls and essentially outdoor operation is used with lowest range.
(Plant design & economic for chemical engineers, Timmerhaus, cost estimation pp 167) Table 2.
individual components for the fixed capital investment

Cost of

Components Assumed% of total Cost
Ratio% of total
Purchased equip. 15
$109,545.7
26.3
Purchased-equip. install. 643,818.28
10.5
Instrumentation (installed) 2
14,606
3.5
Piping (installed)
3
21,909
5. 3
Electrical (installed)
2
14,606
3.5
Buildings (including serv.) 3
21,909
5.3
Yard improvements
2
14,606
3.5
Service facilities (installed) 8
58,424.37
13.8
Land
1
7,303
1.75
Engineering and superv. 4 29,212.19
7.0
Construction expense 4 29,212.19
7.0
Contractor’s fee 2
14,606
3.5
Contingency
5
36,515.23
8.75
$416,272.96
$416,272.96 for the assumed conditions if economy is stable. However, it may vary within the given range.
Investment comparison for required operation with limited number of choices.
A plant is being designed in which 160HL per 24-h day of a cashew juice extract containing 62.05
percent by weight is to be concentrated to 30 percent by weight. A single-effect or multiple-effect evaporator
will be used, and a single-effect evaporator of the required capacity requires an initial investment of
$416,272.96 This same investment is required for each additional effect. Let the service life be 14 years, and the
salvage value of each effect at the end of the service life $20,000. Fixed charges minus depreciation amount to
20 percent yearly, based on the initial investment. Steam costs $0.60 per 4,546litres, and administration, labor,
and miscellaneous costs are $6.688 per day, no matter how many evaporator effects are used.
Where X is the number of evaporator effects, 0.9X equals the number of pounds of water evaporated per pound
of steam. There are 329 operating days per year. If the minimum acceptable return on any investment is 15
percent, how many effects should be used?
Basis: 1 operating day
X = total number of evaporator effects
Depreciation per operating day (straight-line method)
= X(416,272.96 – 20,000)
(14)(329)
= $86.03/day
Fixed charges - depreciation = X(416,272.96)(0.2)
329
= $253.05/day
Pounds of water evaporated per day =
(1,600,000)(0.625)(37.95/62.05) – (1,600,000)(0.625)(30/70)
= 611,600 – 428,570ltr/day
= 183,030ltr/day
Steam costs = (183,030)(0.60) = $26.84 per day
X(O.9)(4,546)
X
www.iosrjournals.org
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X=
no.of
effects

Steam
costs
perday

Table 3. Investment comparison for required operation
Fixed charges Depreciation per Labour Per
Depreciation per day
day
day

Total
day

1
2
3
4
5

$26.84
13.42
8.947
6.710
5.368

$253.05
658.01
759.15
1,012.21
1,265.27

$372.61
850.13
1,032.89
1,369.75
1,707.50

$86.03
172.01
258.10
344.14
430.17

$6.688
6.688
6.688
6.688
6.688

cost

Per

Percent return = (372.61)(329)(100) = 29.45%
416,272.96
Comparing two effects with one effect,
Percent return = (850.13 – 372.61)(329)(100) = 37.78%
832,545.92 – 416,272.96
Comparing three effects with two effects,
Percent return = (1,032.89 – 850.13)(329)(100) = 14.44%
832,545.92 – 416,272.96
Comparing four effects with three effects
Percent return = (1,369.75 –1,032.89)(329)(100) = 26.62%
416,272.96
Comparing five effects with four effects,
Percent return = (1,707.5 – 1,369.75)(329)(100) = 26.69%
416,272.96
Therefore, two effects are better than one, three, four and five effects.
Since a return of at least 15 percent is required on any investment, all the effects except three effects are good
whether single or multiple effects. Two effects evaporator can be maintain because of; 1) Good percentage
return on the investment and 2) daily pay which is considerably moderate, which is enough criteria for
comparisons on the effects.
Break-even point, gross earnings, and net profit for a process plant.
The annual direct production costs for a plant operating at 80 percent capacity are $4,236,427.06 while
the sum of the annual fixed charges, overhead costs, and general expenses is $847,285.412. The break-even
point in units of production per day if total annual sales are $5,418,768.18 and the product sells at $0.289 per
unit. The annual gross earnings and net profit for this plant at 100 percent capacity in 2013 when corporate
income taxes required a 15 percent tax on the first $50,000 of annual gross earnings, 20 percent on annual gross
earnings of $50,000 to $80,000, 30 percent on annual gross earnings above $80,000, and 5 percent on gross
earnings from $100,000 to $300,000
Solution. The break-even point occurs when the total annual product cost equals the total annual sales. The total
annual product cost is the sum of the fixed costs (including fixed charges, overhead, and general expenses) and
the direct production costs for n units per year. The total annual sales is the product of the number of units and
the selling price per unit.
Thus Direct production cost/unit =
4,236,427.06
(5,418,768.18/0.289)
= $0.226’unit
and the number of units needed for a break-even point is given by 847,285.412 + 0.226n = 0.289n
n = 847,285.412 =
13,369,609.7units/year
0.063
This is [(13,369,609.7)/(14,400,000/0.8)]100 = 74% of the present plant operating capacity.
www.iosrjournals.org
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Gross annual earnings = total annual sales - total annual product cost
(0.289/unit )
0.8

=

14,400,000

units

=

5,202,000 - [847,285.412 + 14,400,000 ($0.226/unit)
0.8
= 5,202,000 – 4,915,285.412
= $286,714.588
Net annual earnings = gross annual earnings - income taxes
= 847,285.41 - [(0.15)(50,000) + (0.20)(30,000)
+ (0.30)(847,285.41 - 80,000)
+ (0.05)(847,285.41 – 100,000]
= 847,285.41 -281,058.19
= $566,227.22
Pay – back Time.
If the plant is producing 13,369,609.7units/y of a product with overall yield of 80 per cent, on a mass
basis (litre of product per ltr raw material). The raw material costs $0.226/unit, and the product sells for
$0.289/unit. If a modification is devised to increase the yield to 90 per cent. Assume the net annual earnings of
$566,227.22 is to be re- invested back into the business, with negligible operating costs. Will the modification
be worth making?
Solution
Two ways are applicable to earn gain in the modification: 1. If the additional production given by the
yield increase can be sold at the current price, the earnings on each additional litre of production will equal the
sales price less the raw material cost.
2. If the additional production cannot be readily sold, the modification results in a reduction in raw material
requirements, rather than increased sales, and the earnings (savings) are from the reduction in annual raw
material costs.
The second way gives the lowest figures and is the safest basis for making the evaluation.
At 13,369, 609.7 units/y production
Raw material requirements at 80 per cent yield
= 13,369,609.7/0.8 = 16,712,012
At 90 per cent yield = 13,369,609.7/0.9 = 14,855,122
Savings 1,856,890 units/year
Cost savings, at $0.226/litre, = 1,856,890 x 0.226
=$419,657.14/ year
Rate on return (ROR) = (419,657.14/566,227.22 )100
= 74.11per cent
Pay-back time (as the annual savings are constant, the pay-back time is the reciprocal of the Rate of return )
= 100/74.11 = 1.35years
The modification is worth embarking on.

IV.

Results And Discussion Of Results

Cashew apple juice extraction
The red elongated cashew average weight obtained without nuts = 82.88g, Physical and water content
of the red elongated cashew apple: Ave. wt., 82.88g, PH 5.4, Juice cont. 62.05g, Substrate cont. 20.83g, Water
cont. 74.87%
Annual profits earnings calculation
From the grand total cost of N9,345.45 to produced 206.2bottles,(8.6crates) while cost of producing a
bottle stood at N45.32 and crate cost N1,087.73. Assumed 15% of the cost of production is used as handling and
packaging charges, therefore, the cost per crate now will be N1,250.89
Six (6) crates of mucamalt will therefore be,
= N2,021,638.38 and @ N157 to Dollar = $12,876.678
Supposed a crate of mucamalt is sold for N1,600 ($10.191) per crate
Therefore, 1,616.16 crates will cost (1,616.16 x 1,600)
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= $16,470.42
Profit per brew on 160HL per day will be:
$(16,470.42 - 12,876.678) = $3,593.74
Annual profit at 329days per year = $3,593.74 x 329 = $1,182,340.46
Estimating the cost of equipment using scaling factors and cost index.
Using the annual average Marshall and Swift equipment-cost index (process industry) to update the
purchase cost of the reactor.
From Table 5, the equipment Vs capacity exponent is given as 0.54
1990, Cost of Evaporator = ($8350)(924/721)(1,365/227.5)0.54
= $28,159.49
To estimate the cost of 14,400litres in January 2013,
14,400litres will cost, $28,159.49(14,400/1,365)0.54
= $100,500.7
Allowing for 9% inflation from 1990 to 2013, cost = $100,500.7 x (1.09) = $109,545.7
Using the cost of $109,545.7 obtained above to calculate for the fixed capital investment with ranges of process
– plant component costs. Fixed capital investment with ranges of process-plant component costs was obtained as
$416,272.96 for the assumed conditions with stable economy. This capital can vary within the given range.
On the investment comparison for required operation with limited number of choices, two effects(37.78%) are
better than one(29.45%), three(14.44%), four(26.62%) and five(26.69%) effects respectively.
Since a return of at least 15 percent is required on any investment, all the effects except three effects are good
whether single or multiple effects. Two effects evaporator can be maintain because of; 1) Good percentage
return on the investment and 2) daily pay which is considerably moderate, which is enough criteria for
comparisons on the effects.
Break-even point, gross earnings, and net profit for a process plant at 80 percent
The direct production cost/unit is $0.226’unit, the required number of units 13,369,609.7units/year
while the real operating plant capacity is 74%. The gross annual earnings obtained as $286,714.588 and net
annual earnings $566,227.22 which is not bad at all. Pay – back Time is 1.35years after re-investment of
$566,227.22 into the plant, you need 1.35years to pay back which is commendable before profit start to come in
and the modification is worth embarking on.
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